Broken Twills (Continued)

threads of the mate effect, continuing with this arrangement until repeat of the new weave is obtained. The drawing-in draft for this broken twill is given below the weave in cross type for one of the twill effects, and in dot type for the other twill effect, and will explain how to draw this broken twill systematically on 20 harnesses for practical work on the loom, using 12 harnesses for one effect and 12 harnesses for the other effect of the 12-harness foundation twill, previously referred to.

The English Government is finding it impossible to secure all the linen they need in connection with the war. An endeavor to obtain 800,000 yards of linen cloth from Scotland has failed, and the War Office is meeting the difficulty by purchasing cotton cloth.

The number of sheep in New Zealand at present is estimated at 26,000,000. The exports of wool during 1914 were 220,112,898 lb., as against 188,543,036 lb. during 1913.